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“Your       
obsession with her has to stop,” was the last 
thing I wanted to hear from my partner on 
New Year’s Day. 2010 was supposed to be 
the year it stops: her long legs entering my 
thoughts at any random moment; her huge 
porn star breasts following me around the 
bar we both frequent; the image of her on a 
stripper pole (sent to my phone for a good 
laugh along with her sex moans) is no longer 
supposed to result in my becoming a recluse. 
No ladies, I don’t want this psycho-girl. I 
want her to fall o! the face of the earth. She’s 
my girlfriend’s ex, and I can’t stop comparing 
myself to her. 

I’ve never experienced the level of jealousy 
that has erupted in my relationship with my 
current partner. Part of me knows it’s my self-
esteem, or lack thereof. I must look ridicu-
lous next to her, she is so hot. I happen to 
know that everybody wants her — guys, les-
bians, and every annoying straight girl up for 
an experiment. I am actually quite angry that 
she didn’t limit herself to lesbians. My anger 
is irrational, as I myself was labelled “straight” 
when Agnes and I met. However, now I not 
only have lesbians to compare myself to — 
straight girls are also my competition. Ag-
nes is the girl they are all shocked they want. 
Sure, I sound like a psychopath. "at’s better 
than the alternative: being in a relationship 
with trust issues.

One thing Agnes and I are is honest. 
Our relationship started o! as such a big 
heap of drama and confusion that we even-
tually put a “tell all” policy in place. "is 
solution posed a problem: we both had a 
never-ending list of unhealthy questions 
about our sexual pasts. Do I really need to 
know about her drunken #ings with a close 
friend of hers? Sure, but the details I forced 
her to give up are now triggered every time 
I see said friend. Her name might as well be 
‘threesome.’ A$er a recent argument about 
a potential friendship with my ex (male), I 
almost decided I was completely crazy and 
should suggest my lover go out on the town 
with this good friend of hers to catch up. I 
quickly argued myself out of such a horri%c 

scenario. As an alternative, we will all go out 
together, as I actually like the skinny bitch, 
and I don’t want to repeat the pattern of 
Agnes and I cutting people out of our lives 
due to jealousies and trust issues.

Before I met my partner I was in a seven 
year relationship. She was coming out of 
what seems like 100 non-relationships. She is 
constantly freaked out that I lived with some-
body else for so long, not so long ago. I am 
constantly labelling her and fearing I may be 
with a player at heart. "ese issues didn’t ex-
ist in the beginning. We spent months gazing 
into each other’s eyes and there is no doubt 
in my mind that we both still believe we have 
found the most gorgeous, sensitive and loyal 
partner on earth. So what caused our sudden 
inability to see the truth and put the past be-
hind us? Why can’t we avoid mental chaos 

triggered by insecurity? I suspect this is not 
uncommon in lesbian relationships. Do all 
lesbians become emotional and suspicious if 
they don’t have sex for a week? Is dead bed 
declared sooner if we used to have sex twice 
a day and foreplay all day? I need a chart in 
order to know when exactly I’m supposed to 
panic.

In the clubs we tend to see two things: 
the oblivious cutie holding the hand of her 
“tamed player” (who is subsequently winking 
at somebody else every time her girl turns her 
head) and the control freaks who are simply 
gazing out at the crowd due to fear that too 
much fun may lead to in%delity. "at being 
said, there are also tons of happy, loving cou-
ples who represent our community so beau-
tifully and fearlessly. "is is what I want, and 
this is what we can all have. Instead, I o$en 


